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Nick Corey is a terrible sheriff on purpose. He doesn't solve problems, enforce rules or arrest criminals. He
knows that nobody in tiny Potts County actually wants to follow the law and he is perfectly content lazing
about, eating five meals a day, and sleeping with all the eligible women.

Still, Nick has some very complex problems to deal with. Two local pimps have been sassing him, ruining
his already tattered reputation. His girlfriend Rose is being terrorized by her husband. And then, there's his
wife and her brother Lenny who won't stop troubling Nick's already stressed mind. Are they a little too close
for a brother and a sister?

With an election coming up, Nick needs to fix his problems and fast. Because the one thing Nick does know
is that he will do anything to stay sheriff. Because, as it turns out, Sheriff Nick Corey is not nearly as dumb
as he seems.

In Pop. 1280, widely regarded as a classic of mid-20th century crime, Thompson offers up one of his best, in
a tale of lust, murder, and betrayal in the Deep South that was the basis for the critically acclaimed French
film Coup de Torchon.
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From reader reviews:

Brenda Carey:

Now a day those who Living in the era where everything reachable by connect with the internet and the
resources included can be true or not need people to be aware of each data they get. How a lot more to be
smart in having any information nowadays? Of course the answer then is reading a book. Reading through a
book can help people out of this uncertainty Information particularly this Pop. 1280 book because book
offers you rich details and knowledge. Of course the knowledge in this book hundred pct guarantees there is
no doubt in it as you know.

Jerry Deal:

Reading a reserve tends to be new life style in this particular era globalization. With examining you can get a
lot of information which will give you benefit in your life. Together with book everyone in this world can
share their idea. Guides can also inspire a lot of people. Lots of author can inspire their very own reader with
their story or their experience. Not only situation that share in the publications. But also they write about the
data about something that you need instance. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your children,
there are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors nowadays always try to improve their talent
in writing, they also doing some investigation before they write for their book. One of them is this Pop. 1280.

Kenneth Sigler:

Spent a free the perfect time to be fun activity to do! A lot of people spent their down time with their family,
or their friends. Usually they undertaking activity like watching television, planning to beach, or picnic
inside park. They actually doing same thing every week. Do you feel it? Do you wish to something different
to fill your own personal free time/ holiday? May be reading a book may be option to fill your cost-free time/
holiday. The first thing that you will ask may be what kinds of publication that you should read. If you want
to try look for book, may be the guide untitled Pop. 1280 can be good book to read. May be it might be best
activity to you.

Jason Davis:

Pop. 1280 can be one of your beginner books that are good idea. Most of us recommend that straight away
because this reserve has good vocabulary which could increase your knowledge in vocab, easy to understand,
bit entertaining however delivering the information. The article writer giving his/her effort to put every word
into pleasure arrangement in writing Pop. 1280 although doesn't forget the main level, giving the reader the
hottest as well as based confirm resource info that maybe you can be considered one of it. This great
information could drawn you into brand-new stage of crucial imagining.
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